
The Book of You and I 

Introduction 

For my personal investigation I wanted to look into what makes up people as individuals and their 

lifestyles and family life. It is especially interesting at the moment with the current coronavirus 

pandemic and how people's lives are different from normal and how this may affect individuals and 

families day to day life. I want to do majority of my photographs of what makes people up in their day to 

day life such as portrait photos, places of significance and hobbies etc but I also want to include a little 

section about what their lives are like now in this pandemic such as wearing a mask and also include 

photographs that emphasis family as family has become very important due to the coronavirus 

pandemic and we now only have access to close family members that we live with. I was inspired by the 

work of Bill Brandt, who we looked at for our mini projects previously, who did a lot of images around 

the technique of subject isolation and selective focus. “The day to day life of Albert Hastings” - by 

Kaylynn Deveney is fairly similar in style to my images and presentation which I had a look at after my 

first photo shoot and it inspired me further as well as the work of Richard Billingham and his “Ray’s a 

laugh” series. There is also a photography book called Family: Moments, Intimacy, Laughter, Kinship 

(M.I.L.K) by James McBride which helped to inspire my ideas for the family factor of my images. I also 

think that subject isolation furthers the focus on my subject in the photographs which links well to my 

idea of what factors make up a person. Brandt also shot his images in black and white and I've always 

been in love with the way black and white photography looks so I wanted to do black and white 

photography for this project. One of my favourite photography quotes has always been “When you 

photograph people in colour, you photograph their clothes. When you photograph people in black and 

white, you photograph their soul” ~ Ted Grant, and I think it applies so well to my investigation. 

The title of my investigation was inspired by the music album "these two windows" by Alec Benjamin 

which is meant to represent people's eyes and the idea of eyes being the windows to the soul. There is a 

song on that album called "the book of you and I" and although the actual song is about a romantic 

relationship, I liked the metaphor he used of the book and how their story ended and I liked the idea of 

seeing life as a story. That is also the inspiration behind wanting to present my investigation in a book 
like style as well as I could digitally.  

Bill Brandt: 

Bill Brandt was an English photographer from a German family who lived from 1904-1983. In 1927, he 

travelled to Vienna to see a lung specialist but decided to stay and find work in a photography studio. 

During World War II Brandt was a staff photographer for the British Home Office, documenting 

Londoners suffering through German bombing raids. He is also known for his series of female nudes due 

to his use of a wide-angle lens in close-up which made the body seem distorted and then the contrast 

black and white tones that the images were taken. His work from around 1929, after he moved to Paris 

for a short period, clearly shows the influence of other photographers at the time such as André Kertész 

and Man Ray and other surrealists. Then after this during the 1930s, he published his early monographs 

The English at Home (1932) and A Night in London (1932) and also became a frequent contributor to the 

illustrated press such as Picture Post. A quote from someone studying Brandt ’s work said “Taken as a 



whole, his work constitutes one of the most varied and vivid social documents of Great Britain, 

producing a body of photographic works that range from stark realism and social commentary to pure 

abstraction and surrealism.”    

Both Brandt’s photos and Moore’s sculptures are almost mirrors of each other just in different types of 

media forms. Brandt more specifically was inspired by Moore ’s sculptures and that's why his images 

look very similar and almost sculpture like in themselves. This adds an interesting angle to his work as he 

took something that was a physical thing made by someone else and made it into something else 

through imagery and people. It almost as if he turned wood (for example) into flesh through his work, 
making it more life like.  

 

"The day to day life of Albert Hastings" - By Kaylynn Deveney:  

“The day to day life of Albert Hastings” was about an elderly man who lived in South Wales and the idea 

and photographs were taken by Kaylynn Deveney who use to live down the road from A lbert Hastings 

and the project is a book full of photographs showing Hasting’s day to day life in his little house in South 

Wales. On Deveney’s website about this project, she explained that by doing this project she learnt a lot 

about Hasting’s life including his work as an engineer, hobbies such as gardening and his experiences 

such as living through the second world war in Britain. She also learnt about him by asking him to write 

little captions for each photograph to explain the significance to him and his life.  She also explained 

what she wanted to achieve with these photographs, “  I often seek in my photographs the banal 

moments of the day—the experiences not usually considered significant enough to warrant a snapshot. I 

look, too, for domestic patterns and practiced daily routines that make us feel at home or that confirm, 

or conform to, our ideas of what home should be.” The Day-to-Day Life of Albert Hastings features 83 

photographs by KayLynn Deveney,  77 handwritten captions by Albert Hastings and an assortment of 
Bert's poems, drawings and family photographs.  

I was shown this book after I had completed my first photoshoot and had discussed my ideas for my 

personal investigation and from then on I took it as inspiration for my further photoshoots as it follows a 



simplistic approach that captures the moments of people’s lives that most people may overlook but are 

just as important in showing what makes a person “them” and unique and the book did a good job 

highlighting that.  

 

Richard Billingham:  

Richard Billingham started photography at the age of 19 when he was in college. He originally started 

with paintings as a creative outlet but said that he needed reference material for said paintings as its 

difficult to get people to pose for a painting for extended periods of time so that is when he first picked 

up a camera. Billingham had a chronic alcoholic father who hadn’t worked since 1980 and a mother that 

smoked and they lived in poverty and during school he felt embarrassed about his family situati on. He 

explained that after he showed of his photographs of his family life he felt that “This was quite a load off 

me and since then I think l've been taking pictures of my close family not just as reference for paintings 

but also as an attempt to comprehend myself and them more fully." He was also trying to show through 

his images what life was like for those living in poverty. He explained that he worked in black and white 

back then because it was cheaper than color and that "I have done very little painting since graduating 

partly because of a lack of funds for studio space and partly because I has a supermarket job stacking 

shelves. Instead, I worked on the book 'Ray's a Laugh’ which was published in April 1996. Ray’s a laugh 

was a series of images of his father, Ray, and his daily life including within the family and Billingham 

stated that he chose to do this in the media of photography instead of paintings because the photos 

themselves seemed more real to him than paintings. He continued to take pictures at home and they 



began to take on a vivid life of their own and these images formed the basis of a feature film that 

Billingham was trying to make. “Billingham’s book of the photos Ray’s a Laugh was taken to have 

invented a squalid realism. His pictures, surreal, claustrophobic, gave meaning to the idea of “too close 
to home”.” - The Guardian.  

 

Family: A celebration of humanity by James McBride:  

Family: Moments, Intimacy, Laughter, Kinship (M.I.L.K) book 

Ironically enough, my mum gave me this book when I told her about my ideas for my personal 

investigation as it links into family and documentary of people’s family lives. This photography book is a 

Pictorial journal, 100 professionals and amateur photographers captured the essence of the family 

relationship. A simple overview of what the book includes is “Photos depict the joy, heartbreak and love 

that shape and make up our lives. Here are the bonds that bring us together as parent and child, sister 

and brother, youth and elder… these powerful images tell the story of humanity and celebrate its 

deepest emotional connection”. The story behind how the book came together was that it was  a 

competition and the challenge was to capture and celebrate the essence of humanity and photographs 

that convey real stories and spontaneous emotions and then these images were put together into a 

book to show moments, intimacy, laughter and kinship in the family. A quote that stuck out from the 

information section in the book was “Unforgettable images of human life from its first fragile moments 

to its last” and I thought that summed it up well. 
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Chapter 1: Charlie 

 

1 - Image 0744 Eye    

This image is probably one of my favourite images that I took for Charlie's chapter as I love how the 

detailing in his eye is still very prominent even in black and white and in fact I think the black and white 
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effect adds more depth to his eye. The selective focus of his eye and the close up of his face also adds 

detail into his face that you may not have seen from afar such as his eyelashes and freckles. I wanted to 

position this image as the first image for Charlie's chapter and make it a large image because my 

investigation is about who people are and I'm inspired by the idea that eyes are the window to the soul. 

For editing I wanted to make the shadows darker and the highlights lighter to really emphasis the eye 

and the facial features as they are the main focus of this image and decreased the exposure slightly and 
this photograph was taken outside so the sunlight was bright.  

 

 



 

For these three images, I wanted to put them next to each other to show the different angles of  his face. 

I wanted to include different angles because I think portrait photography is really engaging as you can 

start to get a feel of what a person might be like just for their photograph. I also wanted to try the style 

of different angles where the subject keeps his head still and I, as the camera women, move around. It 

also links strongly to the investigation as portraits are a large part of a person as its what physically 

makes them up as people. I edited these three images fairly similarly to each other because they are 

meant to fit together so after I desaturated them to make them black and white, I decreased exposure 

because of the bright sun raise on his face and then increased the negative areas and increas ed the 

lighter areas to highlight the face more  

 

2 - Image 1321 Door  



This photo shoot was completed during the second lock down in the UK meaning our homes became the 

only place we could really be so I wanted to include a picture  of him next to the front door to represent 

part of his life in lock down. However, the door also represents his life in general as this is the only house 

he has ever lived in so he has very strong connections. Places with strong connections to a person is  also 

very important in their lives so I wanted to include areas of significance to people if it was possible and 

in this case it was. I didn't edit this photograph too much but the main edit I did was add dehaze to 
make the image more clear and less grainy.  

 

3 - Image 1397 room portrait  

Following the theme of places of significance, Charlie's bedroom is also a huge part of his life as that's 

"his space" and the place that represents him as a person from the Xbox in the corner of the room to the 

flash posters on the wall. This image was an unplanned image but I was taking photos of him and he sat 

down on the bed and I liked how the position of the lighting from his window lit up his face and the wall 

behind him so I made sure to get some images as part of a mini photoshoot. I also like how the black and 

white style almost gives the image a more soft and cosy feel which is exactly what a bedroom should be 

like. Again, after the initial editing of making the image black and white, the  natural sunlight lit the 

photograph well do I didn't edit it much apart from adding dehaze to make it more clear and increasing 
some of the shadows to highlight them.   



 

4 - Image 1347 Ki tchen  

There is a funny story behind this image and that's why I wanted to include it in my investigation under 

Charlie's chapter. I asked him if he had any areas or specific places that meant a lot to him that was 

accessible during lock down and without any hesitation he said "the kitchen". I thought that this idea 

and image showed off his personality and humour well without actually being able to talk to him and 

showed that joking, he is very passionate about his food as a teenage boy. For this image the main 

factor that I edited was the highlights as I wanted the natural sunlight coming through the windows and 



the beam of light from the bulb above him to be emphasised to emphasis him and the again added 
dehaze to get rid of any haze in the image.  

 

5 - Image 1352 sofa 

I wanted to include a picture of Charlie in our living room and I thought the sofa was very fitting as he's 

either on the Xbox in his room or he's sat on the sofa playing and talking to his friends. Its also where we 

sit as a family when watching movies or TV shows before we go to bed so it also holds a lot of 

significance to him in terms of time with family and friends too. Again, the black and white editing brings 

a cosy feel to the image which is ironic as we call our living room the cosy room and the dehaze editing 
made the image softer which adds to the atmosphere.  



 

6 - Image 1362 Leo  

This image is of one of our family dogs and his name is Leo. The dogs are part of our family so I wanted 

to include Leo in Charlie's chapter as he's part of the family and means a lot to him. I wanted to include 

people's pets through out this project as people have very strong bonds to their pets and especially 

during the pandemic when maybe pets stopped lonely people from being so lonely. Again, overal l I 

didn't end up editing this photograph very much as I like how it looked naturally with the black and 

white tones, all I did was emphasis the highlights slightly to bring out the shades of his fur and the glint 
in his dark eyes.  



 

7 - Image 1372 Leo & char 

This image really sums up Leo as he is always next to someone having a cuddle. However, it also sums 

up Charlie and Leo as every time Charlie is downstairs playing on the Xbox, Leo will be lying right next to 

him watching him play and I wanted to include this as those moments are very valuable to Charlie. For 

all my images with Leo in, I wanted to emphasises the highlights in his fur to really make his stand out so 

I followed this pattern for this image too. I also increased the shadows to further make specific parts of 

the image stand out.  

 

8 - Image 1359 Xbox shutter speed  



This image is slightly different from the others as I explored shutter speed to complete my image. I 

wanted a picture that would show Charlie playing the Xbox as I wanted to include hobbies of the 

subjects of my investigation, and I thought a unique way to show him actually playing the Xbox would be 

to use shutter speed. I really like the effect that it had on the image by just making him move his hands a 

little across a controller. I also think that the black and white makes the shutter speed effect stand out 

even more than when the image was in colour. The shadows and highlights also make the controller 
stand out and therefore the effects on the controller too.  

 

9 - Image 1381 reading shutter speed  

Again, for this image I wanted to show Charlie actually reading a book so I used the shutter speed 

technique. All I got him to do was flip through the book slowly and then I took the picture on different 

times to get the best one and this image was on a shutter speed of 2 seconds meaning the lense was 

open for 2 seconds capturing the movement.  The black and white editing also makes the image look 

almost old which I just think is an interesting effect along with the soft effect due to the dehaze tool. I 

also increased the blacks and shadows to make the book clearly the vocal point on this photograph as 
it's meant to show one of Charlie's biggest hobbies.  



 

10 - Image 1411 reading 

I wanted to also include a picture of him reading that was taken normally, without the shutter speed 

style, and this photograph turned out to be one of my favourite from Charlie's chapter. I really love the 

effect that the selective focus had as it almost isolated the book as the main focus but having the hand 

in focus too make your eyes naturally go from the book to Charlie's face. The book idea also came from 

the fact that Charlie loves to read, especially the Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz and its one of his 

main hobbies. Again with this image/section of photoshoots, I really liked how the natural sunlight lit up 

his face so I didn't want to edit it too heavily and ruin the natural feel of the image so I just made it 
slightly clearer and made the light and dark tones more prominent.  



 

11 - Image 1407 playing 

This was also an image that I took naturally of Charlie sat in his room on his bed playing on his electronic 

tablet. Playing games and watching YouTube on his tablet is another massive hobby of his and again he 

can often be found sitting on his bed on his tablet. I also really like the angle that this image was taken 

at as your eyes go to his face but then you seem him looking down so the viewers eyes are naturally 

draw to where he is looking which is the tablet in this case. This image was also one of the photographs 

from the photoshoot with the beautiful natural sunlight through his bedroom window so I used that to 

my advantage. I did however have to turn down the exposure slightly in editing because the sun was 
very bright on his face but I like how the end project came out.  

 



 

I wanted to include images in the investigation surrounding the corona virus pandemic as it has been 

such a large part of our lives this year and obviously that includes Charlie and how his day to day life is 

now different.  These images show him by a window to represent the fact that we are now separated by 

the glass because families cant mix inside due to lock down rules and that's part of every day life that he 

had to get use to unfortunately. I think that these images were then further enhanced by the editing as 

it is a dark time of not being able to connect and I think that it represents that well. Because these two 

images are from the same mini photoshoot I also edited them similarly as they are meant to go together 

to represent being stuck inside and having to be separated. Especially for the first image I had to make 

the negative space stand out more so that, for example, you could clearly see Charlie's reflection in the 
window other wise it would have been too faint.  

 



12 - Image 1385 work at home shutter speed 

Following the theme of how Charlie's life is different during Covid 19 is the fact that more work is being 

done online. I also wanted to use shutter speed in this image to show him working hard despite the 

obstacles in the way. Not only does it show his life during Covid and how inevitably that's going to be a 

large memory for the rest of his life but it also shows his strong work ethic and intellect. Whilst editing 

this image I wanted to make sure that I didn't take away from the effect of the shutter speed so I added 

some contrast and highlights and dehaze to make it cleaner and softer.  

 

13 - Image 1393 work at home 

This is another image of him working at home just in a different style and I didn't use the shutter speed 

technique for this image as I thought it looked nice without it. Again this image shows his willingness to 

work even when times are tough and I think that the selective focus helped to emphasis that and the 

black and white editing highlights the idea that this year have been very difficult. When editing I added 

the dehaze tool as there was a little bit of haze to get rid off but not too much and then added some 
contrast and highlights to add a range of tones to the image.  



 

14 - Image 1305 mask 

Finally, I wanted to include an image of Charlie in a mask as that is our "new normal" now and its a huge 

part of what makes us up now as people and I thought that it was a good way to end his chapter as 

that's the point that he is up to in his day to day life and he's still carrying on even with all of the factors 

and rules put in place. I also wanted to end with the photograph being large as that's how I started the 

chapter and I think it wraps it up nicely. Hopefully next time a project comes around, the mask would 

have been long gone. For this final image, the sunlight lit the image and Charlie's face exactly how I 

wanted so for editing I just used the highlight tool to emphasis the sunlight and the shadows tool to 
make sure the face was lit up correctly and I am really impressed with how this image turned out.  



Chapter 2: George 

 

Just like the Chapter for Charlie, I wanted to start off George's chapter with a photograph of him and I 

liked this one because of the scenery in the back ground and the natural element as I told him to turn 

around and then took the photograph. I actually took this photograph on an iPhone as I didn't have my 

camera on me at this time but I wanted to capture this moment for his chapter. To edit this photograph 

I desaturated it and then edited factors such as exposure, brightness, contrast, dehaze etc to make the 

negative parts of the image slightly darker and the lighter parts stand out more but without going over 

the top as I still wanted it to look like a natural photograph. I also included the editing tool clarity in this 

chapter which takes the mid-tones of an image and enhances them, bringing sharpness to a photo and 
increasing the texture.  



 

 

 

I wanted to include portrait photography into my personal investigation as portraits are the physical 

being of a person and I thought it was an important aspect to look at. Again, the natural feel of these 

images is enhanced due to the relaxed natural of the subject as he is just sat at home relaxed on a chair 

and I wanted to capture that. This also shows the calm nature of the subject, George, and shows aspects 

of his personality through portraiture. I edited these photographs fairly similarly as I didn't want them to 

look too different from each other as it is meant to be in a group of three images. I just desaturated the 

image so it was in black and white tones, then edited dehaze which can either add or remove 

atmospheric haze from a photo. Then I edited the contrasts and brightness etc to make the images 

slightly darker and they were quite highly exposed due to light and then cropped some of the 



background out of the first and third photograph as it was unneeded background and I proud of the final 
result.  

 

This is Leo, included also in George's chapter as he is our family dog and considered another family 

member but also "man's best friend" so I think its important to include a photograph as George spends a 

lot of time with Leo. For the editing, I edited it to black and white tones and then added dehaze and 

clarity to make the image less grainy and more sharp and then made the tones slightly darker as it 

added more to the calm theme. However, one down side to darker images is that different computer 

screens show different brightness so on some screens the image may be slightly too dark but I then re -
edited to make it lighter. Over all though, this is one of my favourite photographs for this chapter.  

 



This image follows on from the Leo one above and shows the bond that George and Leo have, Leo 

always giving George a cuddle. Whenever someone sits on the sofa, Leo runs to them straight away to 

lie down on their lap and that's why I wanted them to both be on the sofa when I took this image as its 

true to real life. After editing the black and white tones of this image, I then edited the highlights and 

shadows to make this image slightly brighter as its a very happy image with a sweet message so I didn't 

want the tones to be too dark.  

 



 

These two images are of George on a dog walk as this is a meaningful route/location to him as this is 

were we have been walking our dogs for years now, around a field near our house. These are very 

natural photographs too as they were candid shots as he didn't know I was taking them until the last 

photograph and these were also taken the same day I didn't have my camera so I used the iPhone which 

further adds to the natural feel. After editing the photographs to make them both slightly darker toned 

as the light tones were slightly too bright, I then cropped the images slightly as there was a lot of space 
showing that wasn't relevant to the image and by cropping them, the subject can stand out more.  



 

Following the idea of areas of significance to George, we went for a walk to Odiham high street to see 

the Christmas lights they put up every year and he was sat on this bench by the Christmas tree and I 

loved how it looked and knew I needed to capture the moment. Part of the techniques I wanted to use 

in my personal investigation was selective focus and subject isolation and I like how George is in focus 

and you can still see the Christmas tree in the background and I think the effect the unfocused 

background has on the lights. I edited the negative tones of the image darker and the light tones 

brighter as I really wanted factors like the lights on the Christmas tree to really stand out just to add to 
the nature of the image.  

 

This image follows the theme of hobbies that I wanted to include I people's chapters as hobbies are such 

a big part of people's lives and what makes them up as individuals. George has also been a massive fan 



of Xbox games since he was little so I knew right away that I needed to include a photograph of him 

playing the Xbox. I really like the selective focus of the controller being in focus and the hands not being 

as it emphasises the focus on the Xbox but the hands are still there cupping the controller. I am actually 

impressed with the tones of this photograph and I edited it so the tones weren't too much either way, 
light or dark. I also added dehaze and clarity to make the image as clear and sharp as possible.  

 

As well as playing on the Xbox, George also spends his down time playing games on his computer  

upstairs so this photograph shows another big hobby of his. The background behind his computer also 

slightly shows one of his other hobbies which is movies and comic books as his wallpaper in his bedroom 

is marvel comic book wallpaper and I thought that was a subtle thing I could bring in with this 

photograph. When taking the photograph I again focused on selective focus to make the important 

parts of the image stick out and when editing I focused on making the image clear and sharp and also 
making the tones slightly darker as the exposure was bright in this spot in his room.  



 

Another massive hobby of George's is cooking which is ironic as he never use to eat anything that wasn't 

as plain as possible when he was younger. Now a days he is always in the kitchen cooking up something 

new he's found. For this image at first I didn't know how to get the right angle that I wanted but 

eventually I found that when I put my camera down on the counter top and pressed the shutter, it was 

an angle that I actually liked for the message of this image. For this image I had to turn the exposure 

down when editing and make the shadows darker as the sunlight through the window was quite bright 
on his figure and then I also added clarity and dehaze again for a clear image.  

 

This image shows George in his natural habitat, with a book in his hands. It is very rare to see George not 

reading something even if its the same book series he's read three times before. I didn't want to try and 

do any specific technique when taking this particular image and he was sat there and I wanted a natural 



and candid image of him doing what he loves. For editing, the main changes I made after saturation was 

exposure and shadow as I lowered them a fair bit so the images wasn't overwhelmed with darke r tones. 

I also cropped some of the background out as it took the focus away from the subject.  

 

This is following from the first reading photograph but for this one I wanted to try out selective focus on 

the book George was reading and make George in focus so that your eyes naturally look to him first and 

see him looking down and then your eyes go to the book, a similar technique I used in Charlie's chapter. 

I also like the framing of this photograph as all you can see if George and the book and it really highlights 

what the subject is. For editing I increased the contrast and highlights as I wanted different aspects to 
pop out and add to the image naturally and then also made the image less grainy and sharp again.  



 

Moving away from the themes of hobbies, I wanted to show a big part of George's life is his job and this 

includes tutoring that he does in maths mainly for GCSE students. Due to the corona virus pandemic, 

he's had to do this one on one tutoring online and I wanted to show his job but also highli ght how the 

pandemic has effected it as that's part of his life now.  Again, I tried to keep it as natural as possible as 

this is where he sits when he tutors them so he has a little desk set up in out living room. I didn't edit 

this image too much after the black and white tones were added, I focused on making the image sharp 

so the clarity tool was increased a fair amount but not enough to make it grainy. Finally, I cropped the 

image to cut out some of the items in the background as they didn't fit the image but I like how it turned 

out.  



 

Much like Charlie's final image of his chapter, I wanted to include an image of George wearing a mask as 

its defiantly part of his life now as we all adjust to the new "normal". I took the picture of him by our 

front door to signify the fact that you have to now wear a mask when you step outside your front door. I 

really like the focus and framing of this image as it really does emphasis George and therefore the mask 

also, especially because the background is so out of focus, it adds to the depth of the image. I also didn't 

want to go over the top with the editing so the main factors I focused on was saturation, dehaze, clarity 
and highlights to make the highlighted parts stick out which in turn made George stick out even more.  



Chapter 3: Family  

 

Some of my favourite images are up close photographs of people's faces as it makes the face the main 

subject of the image and the face can easily tell you what a person is like. I liked this up close shot of 

Charlie as it includes his birth mark on his right cheek which is a part of who he is and its very unique to 

him. For the lighting for this image I used the natural sunlight from outside and had him sit in our garden 

and the light hit his face in the correct spots. I then edited the image to make the shadows caused by 

the sunlight to be slightly darker to make the highlighted parts of his face stand out more.  

 

This photograph is from the kitchen photoshoot that I used in Charlie's chapter but I liked how this close 

up shot worked with the sunlight through the kitchen windows and the round lights that we have in the 



kitchen that were placed above him. Similarly to my other images, for editing I increased the highlights 

to make the lighting more prominent and used the dehaze tool to get rid of any atmospheric haze in the 

image. I then re-edited it slightly as it was still slightly too dark on a desktop.  

 

This image was actually taken last Christmas but it was on my camera and I thought it would add 

another interesting element to this project. I remember Charlie walking round with this hat on and his 

robe on all the time and we found it very funny so I had to capture it in an image and I think this links 



well with my project as it shows his personality well. I didn't edit this image very heavily because I liked 
the natural feel to it so I just used the dehaze too and clarity tool to make it more clear.  

 

This image links to the theme of hobbies again and I wanted to take more natural pictures of whatever 

people were doing in the moment. In this moment, George was playing on the x-box and relaxing so I 

wanted to capture the moment and I like how it turned out as it works well with the rest of my images. 

For editing, I turned the exposure down slightly as the sunlight was very bright from the living room 

window and used dehaze again to make the image clearer.  

 

This image was taken this Christmas and I love how it shows George having fun decorating the Christmas 

tree and I like the natural element to it as well. Again, for this image I didn't want to over edi t it so I just 
made the negative areas stand out more and made the image cleaner and sharper.  



 

 

Because both of these image are fairly similar, but I still wanted to use both, I edited them similarly by 

adding more contrast, make the highlights stick out and make the images sharper. These were taken on 

a walk before lockdown to Frensham pond which is an important walking route for our family and we 

love to take the dogs there. I also love how the black and white tones work together  in these pictures, 
especially with all of the trees and the reflection from the water.  



 

For this image, my mum got a hold of my camera and was taking photos of us cleaning and she took this 

photograph of me and I thought it was an interesting photo to include as it shows natural home life 

which follows my themes and research. For the editing I added more contrast to make the image less 

flat and also used the dehaze tool to make the image clearer and made some of the shadows on the 
cabinets more prominent.  

 

I wanted to show natural candid photographs of daily life and this image was taken when me and my 

brother were doing homework at the kitchen table as it also showed working from home during the 

third lockdown. I still love the effect that black and white effect has on the images and the project as a 

whole as it makes the subject in the images stand out more and makes the images look more natural. 

For editing I increased the contrast slightly to make the image less flat but other than that I don't want 
to edit my images too heavily as it could take away from the natural feel.  



 

This is a very natural image as I saw Charlie holding Leo in his arms like this ,as Leo loves being cuddled, 

and happened to have my camera on me so I took this photo opportunity and I think the image  came 

out well as it shows that Leo is part of the family and how he loves to be involved in everything and 

always with someone. The main editing tool I used was highlight to make sure that the different tones in 

Leo's fur stands out as it emphasizes the fact that he is the focus of this image. I also like the framing of 

most of the image being taken up by Leo's head but how you can see parts of Charlie in the background 
to show that he is being held by someone to.  



 

One of the main themes of my images that I could do was around walking as lockdown limited the 

amount of things we could do and the amount of family images I could take as we can't meet with a lot 

of family members. Me and the family members in my house would go on dog walks everyday to get 

some fresh air and these were special moments in lock down, especially the longer family walks we 

went on to see all the nature around where we live. I didn't edit the image too heavily, I just made some 

of the shadows darker to make the trees stand out and added contrast.  



 

I thought it was important to include images like this as walking was one of the main activities people 

could do and would have kept a lot of people sane after being stuck inside. I also really like how all the 

plant life builds the image as they add height into the image and also different shapes to catch your 

attention as it frames mum and Leo in the image well. For editing for this image, I had to turn the 

exposure down quite a bit as the sun was very bright that day, especially in the area of the field that me 

and my mum were walking as there were no trees blocking the sun's rays.  



Chapter 4: Family Bonds  

 

This image is of George and Leo standing in the doorway which I found an interesting shot as the door 

frames the image well and it also represents being inside but the want to go outside in lockdown and I 

think it shows that divide well. I also wanted to take this image in a vertical shot as it means that just the 

doorframe is in the image which draws your attention to the middle of the image very well. For this 

image I wanted to make the negative space inside the house dark to try and push the viewers eyes 



outside to the world outside the house, so I also increased the highlights which made the sunlight stand 
out more.  

 

This image was taken again on one of our dog walks. I was a walk route that we commonly take, up the 

road from our house to a cow field and has a bench at the top of the hill to sit and look at the views and 

the cows. This is one of my favorite images from this chapter as my brothers were just sat down in the 

sun getting some fresh air and Leo in the bottom right corner kept pulling George's arm and made for a 

funny pose but a nice memory. Again, I didn't edit this image too heavily as I liked the effect the natural 
sunlight has on the picture especially once the black and white tones were added.  

 

This image also has a funny story behind it as I wanted an image of Charlie, George and Leo all on the 

bench but Leo kept getting distracted by everything that went past so you can see his curiosity in this 



image. It is fairly similar to the image above but I wanted to get a different angle to the image because I 

liked what the bench as a prop added to the photographs. For this image, I turned up the highlight tool 

again as it made the subjects stand out even more against the dark road behind the bench.    

 

Again, this is one of my favorite images of this project as I love how the final result turned out and its 

how I wanted it to look from the start. The selective focus of George and the post really adds depth to 

the image and I think its interesting how the main focus is on George but can see cows in back so your 

eyes naturally go to George first in the foreground and then travel to the background. When it came to 

editing I edited the contrast and highlights of the image to bring out how clear the areas where the sun 
is shining on George.  

 



This image was taken on our dog walk and I wanted to make sure I got some pictures as the sun was 

shining beautifully on the area we were standing, including patch of grass the dog was stood on. What I 

like most about this image is the tones that appeared on Leo's fur when the sun hit him . For editing I 

increased the whites and highlights so the sun rays stands out more and highlights his face and then I 
also sharpened the image and used dehaze to get rid of the atmospheric haze.  

 

Overall, this is one of, if not my favorite photograph of my entire project. I really like how it has both 

George and Charlie in the frame and that Charlie is in the foreground and George is in the background 

yet they are both the key focus of the image. I also like that due to the editing and the sun shining 

through the clouds it made them stand out very clearly and added more depth to the image. I didn't edit 

this image too much as I loved the natural lighting effects from the sun raise.  



 

This was a very natural photo as I turned around and saw my brothers and dog like this and had my 

camera next to me so I wanted to capture the moment. I really connect to this image as it shows my 

relationship with my brothers and also how Leo loves to sleep on the end of my bed. For editing I 

increased the highlight from the sun raise to make it stand out slightly more as it was positioned over 

Leo and Charlie so I thought it added a cool effect and leading lines. I also then cropped the image 

slightly from the sides to make my brothers and Leo fit into the frame better and not have any 
empty/unneeded background space.  

 



 

Both of these images are of Leo playing with one of my dog teddies that I left out for him as he loves to 

play with them like they are his own toys and I liked the set up of him going to play as it shows how he is 

always next to us and makes himself at home wherever we are. With the editing I had to re edited both 

of these images to make the exposure brighter as the light from sun made it hard to get the right tones 
originally.  

 

I really wanted to add a mirror photo as I love the concept and was inspired to do if in my project due to 

Billingham's Ray’s a Laugh. I also wanted to have a play around with selective focus within the mirror as 

it adds an interesting element to photographs so I made the reflection of Charlie in focus and the real 

Charlie in the foreground blurry.  For the editing I added some contrast and highlights to make the 

natural light from the window highlight his face in specific areas and shadow the other parts of his face.  



 

This image is interesting to me because I like how its opposite to this image above in terms of what is in 

focus. For this second photograph I had the real Charlie in the foreground in focus and then made the 

reflection of Charlie blurry but its also interesting to me because the reflection is still the main focus of 

the image and I like the effect it has.  I edited this image very similarly to the image above as I didn't 

want them to be too different from each other. I then also cropped this image slightly at the sides to 

made Charlie better fit the framing of the image and to better match the image above.  

 

For this image, I actually added it later in the project as I took it in a different photoshoot but I thought it 

fit better here. It is a very natural photograph taken around Christmas after Charlie got some Lego from 

his favorite Xbox game. I wanted to include it as it showed a bit of what Charlie got up to in lockdown 

which links with the projects and also it shows off one of his hobbies well. For editing I turned the 



exposure up slightly as the room was darker then I wanted and then I added contrast, dehaze and clarity 
to make it as clear as possible. 

 

Again, this is a very natural image that I took on a rough day in lockdown where we had been stuck 

inside because the weather hadn't been good but we really wanted to get some fresh air so me, George 

and Charlie went to sit in our summer house at the bottom of the garden to play some card games and 

get out of the house for a bit. For the editing I turned the exposure down as the sunlight on the grass 

outside and the fact that I was inside a building made it very bright and didn't match the rest of the 

image and then I added dehaze to make the image sharp and clear. I then also cropped the image 

slightly at the sides to cut some of the extra space that wasn't needed in the image and it made George 

fit in the frame better.  

 



This image has a funny story behind it because me and Charlie were taking funny pictures on my camera 

and for this one he wasn't facing me so I called his name and took the picture but I actually really liked 

how it came out and wanted to include it as its very natural and he was laughing a lot and that came 

through in the image. I edited this image fairly similarly to the one of George above as we were in the 

same setting but I didn't have to turn the exposure down as the camera wasn't facing the bright light 

outside. I then also again cropped this image so there wasn't so much of the plain wall in the 
background which helped Charlie show up even more as the main focus in the foreground.  

Chapter 5: Out of lockdown  

 

For the out of lockdown images it was still hard to find time when we could be together as a family and 

still fit in the timings for this project. However, over Easter we were meant to be on a family holiday but 

for obvious reasons we could not go so we held a little staycation in out garden and had family round for 
a few hours a day in the garden and luckily for the most part the weather was really good.  



 

For the out of lockdown chapter I wanted to get natural photos of us as a family outside to show that we 

are now allowed to be with each other but outside. For this image both George and Charlie were 

reading in the garden because the weather was so nice and this image is a nice contrast to their previous 

reading phots as they were stuck inside as it was wet and cold over winter. For the editing I turned the 

exposure up and also the contrast and I think it made the brightness of the sun really shine through but 

not be too overpowering.  



 

I really love this picture as it shows the dynamic of Leo and my dad so well. Due to the pandemic, my 

dad now works from home and that means that Leo now follows him everywhere he goes. They also 

both love to be out in the sun so at any opportunity I would find dad in the garden with Leo right next to 

him. I also like how relaxed this image is and it makes me smile. For the editing I just added contrast, 
dehaze and clarity to make the image very clear and I am very happy with the final result.  

 



The dog in this image is actual Fred and not Leo but Fred will only ever ask George to pick him up so it is 

common to see Fred sat in George's lap. Also in the slide of the photograph you can see my mum 

knitting as she loves knitting, sowing and all things arts and crafts and I thought this image represented 

out family well which is why I wanted to include it. For editing I added contrast and turned shadows 
down as they were quite dark and didn't match the lighthearted feel of the photograph.  

 

On one of our Easter staycation days, both dogs were outside with us and Fred kept just sitting in 

random spot of sunlight and I loved the lighting on him so I wanted to quickly snap a picture of him 

because he is known to walk away just as I am about to photograph him. I real ly like how this 

photograph turned out for the project but also personally as Fred is my grandparent's dog, they live with 

us too, and they loved the image a lot. For editing I lowered the exposure slightly as the sun light was 

directly on him so it was a little bright and then I added some contrast and lightened the shadows in the 
background slightly to make the background match the foreground.  



 

Again, on one of the days over Easter my brother and sister in law came round because we haven't seen 

them since Christmas and we sat in the garden and luckily it was such a nice day. We were panting fake 

eggs and putting them up on out trees in the garden and it was so nice to be together again and also be 

in the sun, in the fresh air, doing something creative. For the editing I didn't want to do too much as I 

liked the effect the sunlight had on the lighting of the image so I added some contrast and dehaze to get 

rid of atmospheric haze to make the image cleaner.  

 

This was one of my natural images I took where I just grabbed my camera and took photos of my family 

and this was on that I liked. There is no specific reason why I like this photo, I just like the natural feel of 

George and how its a candid photograph of him being creative and just having some fun outside which 

has been hard to do this year. I also think that these images have developed upon my editing skills and 



ability to tell a good image from a bad one. For the editing, I turned up the exposure slightly and then 

added contrast to make the different tones pop out and then got rid of the atmospheric haze which 

made the image even clearer.  

 

Again, this image was a quick photograph that I took of George and Charlie when painting fake eggs for 

Easter in the garden. I like these photos as they just show what we got up to coming out of lockdown 

and what we could and couldn't do, and this was one of the things we could do as a family. For editing, I 

made the shadow slightly darker and the highlights slightly brighter to make the pathway of the sun 
stand out more to show how nice of a day it was.  

 

This image is special to me because its of my brother that doesn't live with us so I haven't seen his in 

months due to lockdown and also my sister in law as they live together so I haven't seen her for months 



either and she is my best friend. It was so nice to spend the day together in the sun and I wanted to get 
a photograph to remember this time and I thought that fit in perfectly with the idea of this project.  

 

I wanted to end the project/book with a picture of the family finally back together again, even if its at a 

distance, as the whole project was about lockdown and family so I thought it was a nice full circle picture 
and also shows the story of lockdown almost from the start of the project to the end.  


